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- Where do we go from here?
(a Plan of Action)



Lake Holiday’s “water” History
(we just turned 50!)
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At Age 50, How is Lake Holiday Doing?
(pretty good! ….but…)

 2014 - 2016   SAV (Submerged Aquatic Vegetation) eliminated by grass carp
added in 2014.  SAV acts as buffer for phosphorus uptake and provides
critical fish habitat 

 October 2016   HAB (Harmful Algae Bloom) – lake temporarily closed   
Our “Wake up Call”   
Highest phosphorus levels ever recorded (33 µg/L) in 2016
High water temps, high rainfall, bottom anoxia, no SAV likely contributors
Lake Holiday was Eutrophic in 2016 (High Algal Productivity)

 2017 - 2022   Phosphorus levels have fluctuated between 5 - 22 µg/L
Lake has returned to Mesotrophic (Medium Algal Productivity)
No HAB events since 2016   (Why?? – the million dollar question!)

 The Future?   Phosphorus retained in lake bottom sediments steadily
increasing at rate of about  600 lbs/yr (average weather year)
Lake will gradually move towards Eutrophic (High Algal Productivity)  
Lake Coves will continue to fill in, risk of HABs will increase 
Exact timeframe is unknown – the key drivers can vary year-to-year



Primary Causes of Water Quality & 
Ecological Impacts on Lakes

Watershed
Runoff

Streambank
Erosion

Lawn
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Internal 
Buildup of 
Phosphorus

1 lb of Phosphorus can 
generate 1,100 lbs of Algae ! 



What is Eutrophication?

Eutrophication – The Process of lake aging resulting 
from accelerated influx of sediment and nutrients  

Lake Holiday approaching “Tipping Point”_



What’s Happening in other VA Lakes?

Harmful Algae Blooms (HABs) have occurred frequently in Virginia lakes 
and rivers  (Lake Anna, North Fork Shenandoah River, etc.)

Locally – HABs in Isaacs Lake (plus hydrilla), upstream of Lake Holiday 

Reference VA DEQ, 2021



Understanding the Key “Drivers”

Isaacs Creek
Watershed
5329 acres

(63%)

Yeiders & 
Miller Runs
Watershed 
1642 acres

(20%)

Lake Holiday 
local “direct”
drainage
1516 acres

(17%)

- Large watershed – 8487 acres

- Watershed-to-Lake Holiday 
surface area  ratio = 34:1

- Watershed-to-natural lake 
surface area ratio = 10:1

- Lake Holiday receives more 
than 3 times the “normal” 
amount of runoff

- In 50 years:
Over 37,000 tons sediment
Over 30 tons phosphorus

- Nutrients and sediments are 
retained within the lake

Isaacs Lake



Next Steps

Over 11,960 cu yd (19,200 tons) of 
phosphorus rich sediment has deposited
in this area over 47 year lake life

Isaacs Cove depths reduced by > 50%

Isaacs Cove 2019 
Sediment Survey
(Princeton Hydro)

*Key Issue – The mouth of Isaacs Creek is migrating
further into the lake – Allowing more sediment to
reach deeper areas of the lake



21,000 cu yd (33,730 tons) of 
phosphorus rich sediment has
deposited in this area over 
47 year lake life

Yeiders Cove depths 
reduced by > 50%)

Yeiders Cove 2019 
Sediment Survey
(Princeton Hydro)

*Key Issue – The mouth of Yeiders Run is migrating
further into the lake – Allowing more sediment to
reach deeper areas of the lake



Engineering Consultants’ work has 
provided critical information on Key Drivers
Phosphorus follows Sediment as it erodes from the watershed
Approximately 1.5 Million lbs of sediment and 1,260 lbs of phosphorus            
drain into Lake Holiday each year (average weather year).  Most of the      
sediment and about half of the phosphorus is retained within the lake.
(2018 Watershed modeling analysis - Princeton Hydro - PH) 

How much Phosphorus is already in Lake Holiday? 
At least 30 tons of phosphorus is stored in bottom sediments spread 
throughout the lake.  This phosphorus acts as a secondary source or  
“internal P loading”     (2017 sediment coring analysis - HAB, Inc.) 

(Engineering Reports for these analyses are available on the Lake Committee 
Sharepoint site)



Engineering Consultants’ work has 
provided critical information on Key Drivers
In “wet years”, annual phosphorus loads can double (i.e., 2018)
PH recommends goal to limit water column P level to maximum of 25 µg/L   
to avoid triggering a HAB.  This would require BMPs that can control at 
least 30-40% of the incoming sediment/P load from the watershed.                   
(2018 Watershed modeling analysis - Princeton Hydro - PH) 

Key Questions on BMP effectiveness
 Can we stop or slow the rate at which material drains from Watershed?
 Can we capture and/or remove material that has entered the lake?
 Can we use other methods to filter out or “neutralize” phosphorus?
What are the removal rates for the BMPs evaluated by PH?

BMP – “Best Management Practice”



Engineering Studies Performed to Evaluate 
Options/Costs
- Princeton Hydro conducted multiple engineering  

studies to determine the most cost-effective best 
management practices (BMPs) to reduce the amount of 
sediment and phosphorus entering Lake Holiday

- BMPs evaluated include Settling Basins, Floodplain  
Restoration, Constructed Wetlands, Re-establishment of 
Aquatic Vegetation and In-lake Catch Basins using 
Selective Dredging

- Engineering reports are available on the LC-Sharepoint
Site

Isaacs Creek
(61% of Total 
Load)

Yeiders and
Miller Runs

(24% of Total Load)



Settling Basins BMP
<10% Removal 
Efficiency   $2.8M

Floodplain Restoration BMP
10% Removal Efficiency   $2M

In-Lake Catch Basin and 
Wetlands BMP (dredging)
30% Removal Efficiency  $1.3M

Larger In-Lake Catch
Basin BMP (dredging)

30%  Removal  
Efficiency $670k

Isaacs Creek
(61% of Total 
Load) The “Recommended”

Isaacs BMP Option



In-Lake Catch Basin BMP  
(dredging) 45% Removal 
Efficiency    $920k

The “Recommended”
Yeiders BMP Option

Yeiders and
Miller Runs

(24% of Total Load)



Where do we go from Here?
{Recommended BMPs have overall low performance (< 30%)

at high costs (> $1.5M)}

(Lake Committee stepped back for a “re-evaluation” to identify a 
lower cost, more effective “hybrid” approach)
Considering:

- We have time to do this right (lake P levels have stabilized for now)

- We know where most of the phosphorus rich sediment is stored
within the lake (Isaacs and Yeiders Coves)

- We can utilize knowledge gained from our Consultants but
make improvements and identify more cost-effective methods

- We can focus our efforts on solutions within LHCC-owned property

- We can use methods that provide multiple benefits (creation of
wetlands and re-establishment of SAV provide fish habitat and 
filtering mechanisms for sediment and phosphorus)



A “Hybrid” Approach to protect
Lake Holiday Health (The Plan)

(This plan was voted and approved by LC)  

1.  Manage return of Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV)
and Create Emergent Wetlands  

2.  Control local community-scale sources of Sediment
and Phosphorus

3.  Implement a sediment removal action for
Isaacs and Yeiders Coves (remove a big P source!)

4.  Create a “HAB Emergency Action Plan”  



Part 1. Manage Return of SAV
and Create Emergent Wetlands

Benefits include: 
 More efficient filtering of incoming sediment and nutrients in

watershed runoff  (reduces the amount of phosphorus in the lake!)
 Improved fish habitat

Key Aspects/Challenges:
- Need removal/reduction or blocking of carp
- Need to manage invasive plants (hydrilla)
- Utilize volunteers where possible for 

planting SAV and emergent wetlands
- Creation of emergent wetlands in shallow 

side channels/banks of Isaacs Cove

Time Frame – 2 to 5 years
LC Subgroup to lead efforts
(plan is under development)



Areas under consideration
for wetland and SAV 
creation (preliminary)

** Carp must be
eliminated first!SAV test area within 

Carp Barriers



Isaacs Cove – Emergent Wetland BMP – Artistic Rendering 



Yeiders Cove – Emergent Wetland BMP – Artistic Rendering 



Can we stop phosphorus and sediment 
erosion at the Source?

Isaacs Creek
Watershed
5329 acres

(63%)

Yeiders & 
Miller Runs
Watershed 
1642 acres

(20%)

- Lord Fairfax Soil & Water
Conservation District meeting

- Princeton Hydro identified
multiple areas representing
severe  streambank erosion
throughout the large watershed

- Challenges include:
- High cost for restoration
- Negotiating with private
landowners for access

- Long time frame 
- Unknown long term
effectiveness of remedy

- Lake Committee Decision:
Focus efforts on controlling 
sediment erosion and
phosphorus on LHCC property

Isaacs Lake

Lake Holiday 
local “direct”
drainage
1516 acres

(17%)



Part 2. Control Local Community Scale
Sources of Sediment & Phosphorus

Benefits include: 
 Reduce long term loading of sediment and phosphorus into lake 
 Reduce localized flooding and protect local LHCC infrastructure
 Reduce localized impacts to multiple smaller lake coves 

Key Aspects/Challenges:
- Utilize Volunteers to conduct initial survey of

LHCC community stream/drainage pathways
for erosion levels

- Hire consultant to apply for state and local
permits and feasibility level designs

- Install erosion control measures where most
needed

Time Frame – 10 years (approx.)
LC Subgroup to lead efforts
(plan is under development)



March/April Community Volunteer Effort !!

- Eighteen volunteers participated at the March 5, 2022 kickoff
- Pairs of volunteers were assigned to walk fifteen 

Stream Paths (see map)
- Photos (with gps coordinates) taken along each Stream Path

that document:   Areas of severe streambank erosion
Exposed AQUA sewer pipes
Damaged/blocked drainage culverts
Blocked channels that may cause flooding 

- Results summarized in preliminary report.  All photos and related
information available on central file sharing system



Our Community Stream Walk Volunteers

Thank You!
Chris Anderson            Jon Katora
Judi Borcherding          Karen Kimmel 
Joe Borcherding          Pat Majewski    
Frances Coates           LeeAnne Marple 
Elizabeth Hair              Don Myers 
Steve Herring               Jim Pagenkopf 
Donna Hill                    Steve Peterson 
Robert Holl                   Gabriel Sheridan 
Paul Jackson               Dorothy Saks

John Stover



Over 350 Photos 
taken by volunteers
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Next Steps:
- Focus efforts on highest priority Stream Paths

Examples – Yeiders and Miller Runs
Isaacs Creek

- Hire consultant to apply for state and local permits
- Utilize consultant to provide feasibility level design

and cost estimates for erosion control options
- Permit and feasibility design costs ($25-50k) (est)
- Construction Activity (if approved) to be spread

over (at least) 10+ year period

Benefits  
 Reduce long term loading of sediment and phosphorus into lake 
 Reduce localized flooding and protect local LHCC infrastructure
 Reduce localized impacts to multiple smaller lake coves 

 Thank you to all our Volunteers!!



Part 3. Implement a sediment removal
action for Isaacs and Yeiders Coves

Benefits include: 
 Removes 30+ years worth of sediment (approximately 33,500 tons)
 Removes 15 years worth of phosphorus (approximately 8 tons)
 Improves the future capture efficiency within the 2 coves and reduces

amount of phosphorus that reaches deep areas of the lake (critical)
 Reduces HAB risk while other actions are under development
 This action is considered “routine maintenance” by USACE

Key Aspects/Challenges:
- Need to increase the area and volume of 

dredging in Isaacs Cove and add an outer berm 
to increase capture efficiency (goal  45 - 50%)

- Incorporate wetlands and SAV as filtration
- Optimize the dredging strategy to reduce cost
Time Frame – 2 to 5 years
LC Subgroup to lead efforts
(plan is under development)



Next Steps

Proposed removal of 
approximately 19,000 tons 
of phosphorus rich sediment 

Isaacs Cove Revised
BMP approach

Limit of originally 
“recommended” 
area of dredging

Underwater berm
and

temporary silt barrier

Proposed
Emergent 
Wetlands/SAV

Originally recommended 
sediment removal 
volume – 9,150 tons



Proposed removal of           
(at least)  14,500 tons
of phosphorus rich sediment 

Yeiders Cove Revised
BMP approach

Approximate outer 
limit of dredging and
temporary silt barrier

Revised approach is 
similar to originally 
recommended BMP 
for Yeiders



Role of Sediment for Internal P Loading

Type equation here.

+ L1+ L2+ L4
+ L5

Approximate
Area of bottom 
summertime 
anoxia in lake

Critical to limit amount 
of phosphorus that 
reaches deep areas of 
the lake where summer 
anoxia occurs

Major 
Phosphorus
Source

Major
Phosphorus 
Source

Need to 
remove 
and/or limit 
the two major 
P sources



Next Steps
Isaacs Cove Revised
BMP approach

Underwater berm
and

temporary silt barrier

Proposed
Emergent 
Wetlands/SAV

The Strategy:
1. Plant wetlands and SAV within inner 

Isaacs Cove to act as filtration for 
sediment and phosphorus

2. Restore original volume and depths 
of Isaacs Cove to increase settling
and capture of sediment and phosphorus
entering from Isaacs Creek

Isaacs Cove Before

Isaacs Cove After



Optimizing the Dredging Approach

Major Considerations
 Selection of methods that minimize sediment re-disturbance and

movement (Hydraulic vs Mechanical Dredging)
 Accessibility of barges into tight cove locations/docks
 Accuracy of dredging machine and ability to maneuver near docks
 Selection of sediment transfer method from dredger to

dewatering/containment area (pipeline vs barge-to-truck vs
in-place dewatering “socks”)

 Location and sizing of the
dewatering/containment area

 Comparing costs vs benefits of 
each alternative approach



Possible location of 
Containment/
Dewatering Facility

Temporary slurry pipeline
to containment facility

Hydraulic
Dredging

Possible dewatering 
“Socks” placed along 
cove shoreline



Possible location of 
Containment/
Dewatering Facility

Temporary slurry pipeline 
to containment facility 

Dewatering “Socks”

Hydraulic Dredging Methods

Advantages:  Less re-suspension of in-place sediment
Better maneuverability around docks

Disadvantages:  High water content of slurry (typically 90% water)
Larger containment facility & longer dewatering times
Dewatering “Sock” option would require road access
Typically higher cost than mechanical methods



Possible location of 
Containment/
Dewatering Facility

Mechanical
Dredging

Barge to truck 
transfer point

Mechanical dredge utilizes
barges to move material 



Possible location of 
Containment/
Dewatering Facility

Barge to truck 
transfer point

Mechanical dredge utilizes
barges to move material 

Mechanical Dredging Methods

Advantages:  Low water content of dredged material
Smaller containment facility & shorter dewatering time
Typically lower cost than hydraulic methods

Disadvantages:  Higher re-suspension levels for in-place sediment
May not be as maneuverable near fixed docks



55 acre 
Lake Accotink
Springfield, VA

Planned dredging 
Of 500,000 cu yds
(lake accumulates 
23,000 cu yd of sediment
each year)

Controversial Project

An Extreme Case for Lake Dredging 



Role of Sediment for Internal P Loading

Type equation here.

+ L1+ L2+ L4
+ L5

Approximate
Area of bottom 
summertime 
anoxia in lake

Critical to limit amount 
of phosphorus that 
reaches deep areas of 
the lake where summer 
anoxia occurs

Major P 
Source

Major P 
Source

Next Steps:
- Hire consultant to finalize project design and
cost estimates including sediment containment
facility  ($60-120k) (estimate)

- Consultant will also obtain preliminary bids from multiple 
Dredging Firms (hydraulic and mechanical) 

- Hire consultant to apply for “final” federal and state
permits ($10-20k)  (estimate)  (Note - GKY conducted initial 
permit assessment with USACE/State in 2019)

- Probable construction cost range ($600k - $1.2M)
(LHCC Board to make decision based on cost/options)



Part 4. Create a “HAB 
Emergency Action Plan” 

Benefits include: 
 Provide clear guidelines and line of command in the event of a

future HAB  (who does what, when, where, and how ??)
 Protect residents and pets from exposure to harmful algae
 Avoid unnecessary or false HAB warnings and/or lake closures

Key Aspects/Challenges:
- Action Plan is under development by 

Princeton Hydro
- Plan expected to be available late 2022
- Next steps to be defined by plan 

requirements
- For example:   Institute rapid response

protocols and
Communications protocols

Time Frame – by end of 2022



What do we need from the Board? 

1. Your input – questions, concerns, support !
2. Short Term (2022 – 2023 timeframe)

- Approval to hire consultant for community stream erosion
control permit and feasibility level design efforts ($25 - 50k)

- Approval to hire consultant for permit and final design for
Isaacs and Yeiders Cove sediment removal actions  ($70 – 140k)

3. Longer Term  (next 3 – 10 years)
- Approval (cost dependent) of selected stream erosion controls
- Approval (cost dependent) of Isaacs and Yeiders Cove Sediment

Removal Action
- Approval (cost dependent) of wetland and SAV planting plan



Reserve Replacement Fund – Lake Elements

Lake Elements 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 10-Yr Total
.100 Yeider's In-Lake Retention Basin $500,000 $500,000
.150 Yeider's In-Lake Retention Basin Maintenance $0
.200 Issac's In-Lake Retention Basin $500,000 $500,000
.250 Issac's In-Lake Retention Basin Maintenance $0
.300 Yeiders/Issac's Env Studies & Permits $100,000 $60,000 $160,000
.400 Planting/Management of Sub Aquatic Vegetation (SAV), Emergent Vegetatio   $0 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $90,000 $90,000 $90,000 $50,000 $50,000 $530,000
.500 Fish Survey $0 $21,000 $21,000 $42,000
.600 Fish Stocking $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $75,000
.700 Community Stream Erosion Control – permits, design, control measures” $25,000 $25,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $600,000

YEARS 1 - 10 TOTAL $15,000 $165,000 $161,000 $1,090,000 $105,000 $140,000 $205,000 $211,000 $165,000 $150,000 $2,407,000

2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 10-Yr Total
.100 Yeider's In-Lake Retention Basin
.150 Yeider's In-Lake Retention Basin Maintenance
.200 Issac's In-Lake Retention Basin
.250 Issac's In-Lake Retention Basin Maintenance
.300 Yeiders/Issac's Env Studies & Permits 
.400 Planting/Management of Sub Aquatic Vegetation (SAV), Emergent Vegetatio   $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
.500 Fish Survey $21,000 $21,000 $42,000
.600 Fish Stocking $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $75,000
.700 Community Stream Erosion Control – permits, design, control measures” $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $400,000

YEARS 11 - 20 TOTAL $115,000 $100,000 $136,000 $100,000 $15,000 $0 $15,000 $21,000 $15,000 $0 $517,000

2042 2043 2044 2045 2046 2047 2048 2049 2050 2051 10-Yr Total 30-Yr Total
.100 Yeider's In-Lake Retention Basin $0 $500,000
.150 Yeider's In-Lake Retention Basin Maintenance $350,000 $350,000 $350,000
.200 Issac's In-Lake Retention Basin $0 $500,000
.250 Issac's In-Lake Retention Basin Maintenance $350,000 $350,000 $350,000
.300 Yeiders/Issac's Env Studies & Permits $0 $160,000
.400 Planting/Management of Sub Aquatic Vegetation (SAV), Emergent Vegetatio   $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $530,000
.500 Fish Survey $21,000 $21,000 $42,000 $126,000
.600 Fish Stocking $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $75,000 $225,000
.700 Community Stream Erosion Control – permits, design, control measures” $1,000,000

YEARS 21 - 30 TOTAL $15,000 $0 $36,000 $700,000 $15,000 $0 $15,000 $21,000 $15,000 $0 $817,000 $3,741,000

LAKE COMMITTEE 30-YEAR REPLACEMENT RESERVE SPENDING ESTIMATES



Background Info 

Jim Pagenkopf Bio:  B.S. in Civil Engineering from Valparaiso University
and M.S. in Civil Engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology.  His graduate research focused on the development of 
numerical models for simulation of hydrodynamics and dispersion in 
coastal and inland water bodies.  He worked as an engineer and project 
manager for 40 years at Tetra Tech, Inc. in New York, Maryland and Virginia.  
He has managed the application of hydrodynamic and water quality models 
on over 200 projects throughout the US and internationally.  He is recently 
retired from Tetra Tech.

LHCC Consultants:   Princeton Hydro – Trenton, NJ
HAB Aquatic Solutions – Lincoln, NE
GKY & Associates – Chantilly, VA
Passage Creek Environmental – Strasburg, VA
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